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A NATIONWIDE CALLOUT FOR APPLICATIONS OPENS TODAY FOR THE
ROYAL COURT THEATRE’S ‘PLAYS FROM UR NOTES APP’

Concept Album, 2016 (the project from which Plays from ur notes app took its inspiration). Photo credit Helen Murray.

The Royal Court Theatre today opens applications for Plays from ur notes app, a nationwide
callout for writers aged 18 - 27 to submit writing that either currently lives, or could live, in the
notes app on a phone. It is an invitation for ideas not yet fully formed, that writers are excited
about.

The writers selected to take part in this project will receive £250 to develop their notes app
pages into a 5-minute piece for a public sharing in December 2023 with the support of the
Royal Court. This sharing is an experimental space to hear work aloud and explore ideas
with an audience.

All of the writers will then be invited to join a writers group that focuses on developing work
for stage in the new year.

Screenshots from notes apps aren’t just for celebrities apologising. The notes app is the
home of imagination: stories you want to tell, shopping lists, things that made you smile,
drafts of tricky texts so the other person can’t see you typing, passwords you never



remember, things you wish you’d said in arguments... The list is endless. It’s a space just for
you, to create, to play, to write.

Through a similar programme run from 2015 - 2016, the Royal Court met writers who have
since gone on to have their work programmed there, including Jasmine-Lee Jones (seven
methods of killing kylie jenner) and Tom Fowler (Hope has a Happy Meal).

Tom Fowler said, “In 2016 I was working on a theatre bar and, despite wanting to be a
playwright, I hadn't done any real writing in two years. A friend of mine told me about the
Open Court call out and, four hours before the 12pm deadline, I made myself write a five
minute play and submitted it at 11:58. I am very, VERY glad I did this.

Through participating in Open Court I gained my first proper experience of drafting and
redrafting a play in response to creative notes, I had a play staged at a professional theatre
for the first time and I was allocated a professional playwright as a mentor. It was one of the
most exciting and affirming experiences of my life.

Since then I've been invited to participate in a number of Royal Court projects and, most
recently, the Royal Court staged my play Hope has a Happy Meal.

Participating in Open Court was not only an invaluable experience in itself but it started a
relationship between myself and the Royal Court which has been genuinely life changing.”

Applications will close on Wednesday 20 September 2023. Details on how to apply and what
support is available for the application writing process can be found on the Royal Court’s
website.
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All upcoming press performances:

Friday 29 September 2023,
7pm

Imposter 22 by Molly Davies,
created with Kirsty Adams, Cian
Binchy, Housni Hassan (DJ),
Dayo Koleosho, Stephanie
Newman, Lee Phillips and
Charlene Salter, from an original
idea by Hamish Pirie

Jerwood Theatre Downstairs
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Wednesday 11 October
2023, 7pm

Blue Mist by Mohamed-Zain Dada Jerwood Theatre Upstairs

Thursday 9 November 2023,
7pm

Mates in Chelsea by Rory
Mullarkey

Jerwood Theatre Downstairs

Monday 22 January 2024,
7pm

Dana H. by Lucas Hnath Jerwood Theatre Downstairs


